Futuristic and Historical Stories
that will interest a male audience
(Ages 12-18)

The Hitchhiker’s Guide
to the Galaxy

Ender’s Game

By Orson Scott Card

By Douglas Adams

Trained to be the ultimate childwarrior in a battle against the
Buggers (aliens from space),
Ender struggles to make sense of
the war, and his feelings of
loneliness.

The House of Windjammer
By V.A. Richardson

A River Runs Through It

Seconds before Earth is
demolished Arthur Dent is
plucked off the planet by his
friend Ford, a researcher for
the Hitchhiker’s Guide to the
Galaxy.

Adam tries to keep his family
afloat after Tulip fever sweeps
Amsterdam and his father dies.

By Norman Maclean

The story of two sons of a
minister, their lives together and
apart… and fly-fishing.

Catch 22

Little Brother

The hilarious satire that
inspired millions like it, this is
the story of Yossarian who tries
in vain to escape the Catch-22
of the Great Loyalty Oath.

After terrorist threats launch
the world into Big Brother type
surveillance initiatives, Marcus
decides to outwit his school’s
surveillance systems.

By Joseph Heller

By Corey Doctorow

The Boy in the Stripped
Pyjamas

The Assassination of
Jesse James

Living alongside a
concentration camp in World
War II, Bruno befriends a
Jewish boy, with devastating
consequences.

A story based on the actual lives
of Jesse James and Robert Ford,
this is for fans of the wild west.

By John Boyne

Hans Brinker, or the
Silver Skates
By Mary Mapes Dodge

Poor, Hans and his sister have
no hope of winning the silver
skates in the upcoming race on
wooden skates. Or do they?

By Ron Hansen

Feed

By M.T. Anderson

Thanks to implants in their brain,
Titus and his friends listen to a
constant stream of what to like
and what to think- until Titus
meets Violet, a girl without a
feed.

